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The University of Alberta Press is proud to be a part of a 

community of publishers that serves, informs, educates, and 

entertains the reading public. One of the most vital ways we 

do that is to publish books about the history and culture of 

our region. By telling and preserving the story of western 

Canada, the Press helps readers better understand our rich 

and complex past. Our work informs the conversation about 

where we are headed in the future.

Our work is possible because we have talented and dedicated 

authors. We are pleased to recognize several Press authors 

for the contributions they have made to scholarship and to the community at 

large. Brian Evans, professor emeritus of East Asian studies, has worked to 

foster greater understanding among the world’s peoples. His passion for China 

studies has benefited generations of students and his commitment to service 

has benefited many community organizations. He is a member of the Order 

of Canada and in 2012 was awarded the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee 

Medal, a national honour in recognition of the significant contributions citizens 

from across Canada have made to their communities. In 2012 John Acorn was 

recognized by the Royal Society of Canada for his marvelous work in promoting 

science, and Nora Stovel was awarded The McCalla Research Professorship. 

Across the country talented and dedicated booksellers help us to reach our 

readers. We are saddened by the loss of long-standing, independent booksellers, 

such as Greenwoods Bookshoppe and the Ukrainian Bookstore in Edmonton, 

the Toronto Women’s Bookstore and others. We acknowledge their efforts and 

offer our encouragement to other booksellers who are finding this a very chal-

lenging time of transition. 

Our sales team works very hard to spread the news about our books and authors. 

The Press has been working with Kate Walker for many years. Kate, and her team at 

Ampersand Inc., have been a valuable asset to us and many other publishers. Now 

we have to say good-bye and best wishes to Kate, who retired at the end of 2012. 

Yours sincerely,

Linda Cameron, Director
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Censorship and book burning are still present in our lives. Lawrence Hill shares his 

experiences of how ignorance and the fear of ideas led a group in the Netherlands 

to burn the cover of his widely successful novel, The Book of Negroes, in 2011. Why do 

books continue to ignite such strong reactions in people in the age of the Internet? 

Is banning, censoring, or controlling book distribution ever justified? Hill illustrates 

his ideas with anecdotes and lists names of Canadian writers who faced censorship 

challenges in the twenty-first century, inviting conversation between those on oppo-

site sides of these contentious issues. All who are interested in literature, freedom of 

expression, and human rights will enjoy reading Hill’s provocative essay.

Lawrence Hill is a Canadian novelist and memoirist. His best-known work, 
The Book of Negroes, won multiple awards, including the Rogers Writers’ Trust 
Fiction Prize and the Commonwealth Writers’ Prize. He lives in Hamilton, Ontario.

64 pages • Introduction, liminaire, foreword
Copublished with Canadian Literature Centre / Centre de littérature canadienne
Henry Kreisel Memorial Lecture Series 
978–0–88864–679–8 • 5.25" x 9" • $10.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–708–5 • $8.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–709–2 • $8.99 (T) Kindle
Canadian Literature/Essay 
March 2013
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Dear Sir,  
I Intend to Burn 
Your Book 
An Anatomy of a 
Book Burning

LAWRENCE HILL  
TED BISHOP, INTRODUCTION  

 

ISBN 978-0-88864-679-8

9 780888 646798
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Merging poetry and historical records, Zits masterfully (re)creates a poetic view of the  

Frog Lake Massacre of April 2, 1885. His collage and cut-up techniques challenge the  

histories penned by the event’s recorders and reflect upon the difficult and painful 

complexities of past and present. He weaves together voices of Métis and First Nations 

participants, settlers, and military officials, using tape transcripts, historical accounts, 

memoirs, and footnotes to create a unique, non-narrative historiography of fragmented 

poetic language. This innovative work of literary montage digs deep into a historic period 

that continues to garner scholarly and public interest. Readers interested in poetry and 

aboriginal history will find this an intriguing new collection. 

Paul Wm. Zits is a poet whose work has been widely published in various literary 
journals, including Canadian Literature and Arc Poetry Magazine. He lives in Calgary.

112 pages 
Robert Kroetsch Series 
978–0–88864–675–0 • 5.25" x 9" • $19.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–714–6 • $15.99 (T) EPUB 
978–0–88864–715–3 • $15.99 (T) Kindle
Poetry/Canadian Literature/Historiography
February 2013

Massacre Street   
PAUL WM. ZITS

ISBN 978-0-88864-675-0

9 780888 646750

The storm had been long brewing

The cloud in the West no bigger

than a man’s hand
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In a penetrating, violent, sexy, and often hilarious apocalypse, a world-famous 

superspy meets his demise at the hands of an audacious, painstaking poet. Kimmy 

Beach fuses popular culture and narrative poetry to astonishing effect in this, her fifth 

book. Feasting on the tropes, traps, and types of the James Bond mythos and doubling 

back on the incendiary narrative of Nikos Kazantzakis’ The Last Temptation of Christ, 

Beach and her cast of loved-and-left Bond Girls dismantle the man and his mysteries. 

Fans of Beach’s tenacious poetry and readers seeking redemption in explosive narrative 

and fearless wit will love The Last Temptation of Bond. 

Kimmy Beach is the author of four collections of poetry. Her second book, Alarum 
Within, was adapted twice as a full-length stage play. She lives in Red Deer, Alberta. 

104 pages 
Robert Kroetsch Series 
978–0–88864–643–9 • 5.25" x 9" • $19.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–710–8 • $15.99 (T) EPUB 
978–0–88864–711–5 • $15.99 (T) Kindle 
Poetry/Canadian Literature/Pop Culture
February 2013
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The Last Temptation of Bond   
KIMMY BEACH

ISBN 978-0-88864-643-9

9 780888 646439

you can’t stop it. everyone’s expendable, James. everyone’s replaceable. even you.

especially you.
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Through mesmerizing forays into characterization, voicing, and narrative 

technique, and with a clean economy of style rare even in short fiction, Astrid 

Blodgett conjures full-fledged characters in the throes of realistic moments, to bear 

their moral and existential freight in these thirteen stories. From the fascinatingly 

unhinged hero of “Getting the Cat,” to the dreamy survey of prairie landscape and 

childhood experience of “New Summer Dresses,” to the fatal irony of “Ice Break,” 

readers will be hooked from first sentences and carried along on crisp prose.  

You Haven’t Changed a Bit shimmers with the energy of a first book while affording 

readers the subtlety, complexity, and range of an accomplished master of the genre.  

Astrid Blodgett is a freelance writer and editor living in Edmonton.

176 pages 
Robert Kroetsch Series 
978–0–88864–644–6 • 5.25" x 9" • $19.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–712–2 • $15.99 (T) EPUB 
978–0–88864–713–9 • $15.99 (T) Kindle
Canadian Literature/Short Stories 
March 2013

You Haven’t Changed a Bit,  
and Other Stories      
ASTRID BLODGETT

ISBN 978-0-88864-644-6

9 780888 646446
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In this new edition of the groundbreaking Ethics for the Practice of Psychology in Canada, 

content is both revised and expanded. Continuing to fill a vital need for a Canadian 

textbook, the authors focus on major ethical issues faced by psychologists, 

including obtaining consent, protecting confidentiality, helping without harming, 

providing services across cultures, promoting social justice, and conducting 

research, while incorporating the Canadian Code of Ethics for Psychologists (2013). 

Each chapter includes case studies for practicing ethical decision-making, and  

a reflective journal to provide an opportunity for awareness of personal motives  

and biases relevant to making ethical choices. Written primarily for students in 

professional psychology graduate programs, the book is also ideal for anyone 

preparing to practice in Canada or for experienced psychologists seeking to  

maintain or enhance their ethical knowledge, skills, and integrity. 

Derek Truscott is Professor in the Department of Educational Psychology, 
Faculty of Education, at the University of Alberta. He has published and presented 
extensively on psychotherapeutic processes, ethics, and standards of practice. 
Derek lives in Edmonton. Kenneth Crook (1960–2008) was a trial lawyer with a 
Vancouver law firm. He lectured and wrote extensively in the areas of insurance 
law, civil procedure, and medical malpractice.

296 pages • 3 B&W images, preface, introduction, notes, bibliography, index
978–0–88864–652–1 • 6" x 9" • $49.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–716–0 • $39.99 (T) EPUB 
978–0–88864–717–7 • $39.99 (T) Kindle
978–0–88864–422–0 • $49.95 (T) First Edition, paper
Psychology/Ethics
May 2013
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Ethics for  
the Practice  
of Psychology  
in Canada,
Revised and 
Expanded Edition

DEREK TRUSCOTT &  
KENNETH H. CROOK

ISBN 978-0-88864-652-1

9 780888 646521



Scholar and diplomat Brian L. Evans gives us the first English-language biography 

of Chester A. Ronning (1894–1984): diplomat, politician, educator, and one of 

Canada’s major public figures. This fascinating story depicts Ronning, the man who 

received many honours, and deepens readers’ knowledge of Canada’s post–World 

War II diplomacy and Canada–China relations. Ronning was an extraordinary 

Canadian who combined Chinese sensibility with Norwegian calm practicality and 

American drive. His life journey was entwined with the history of China over many 

decades. Based on written materials, historical documents, and many hours of 

interviews with Ronning, his friends, and fellow politicians, The Remarkable Chester 

Ronning offers both a thorough and entertaining biography and a lens through 

which to view international politics. 

Brian L. Evans, CM, studied Chinese and Chinese history at the University 
of London’s School of Oriental and African Studies and later served with the 
Canadian Embassy in Beijing. He was Professor of Chinese History at the 
University of Alberta (1961–1996). He lives in Edmonton. 

352 pages • 50 B&W photographs, 2 maps, preface, notes, bibliography, index
Co-published with Chester Ronning Centre for the Study of Religion and Public Life
978–0–88864–663–7 • 6" x 9" • $34.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–720–7 • $27.99 (T) EPUB 
978–0–88864–721–4 • $27.99 (T) Kindle
China Studies/History/Biography 
June 2013
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The Remarkable Chester Ronning 
Proud Son of China    

BRIAN L. EVANS

ISBN 978-0-88864-663-7

9 780888 646637



ISBN 978-0-88864-603-3

9 780888 646033

The Peace-Athabasca Delta in northern Alberta is a globally significant wetland that 

lies within one of the largest unfragmented landscapes in North America. Arguably 

the world’s largest boreal inland delta, it is renowned for its biological productivity 

and is a central feature of a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Yet the delta and its 

indigenous cultures lie downstream of Alberta’s bitumen sands, whose exploita-

tion comprises one of the largest industrial projects in the world. Kevin Timoney 

provides an authoritative synthesis of the science and history of the delta, describing 

its ecology, unraveling its millennia-long history, and addressing its uncertain 

future. Scientists, students, leaders in the energy sector, government officials and 

policy makers, and conscientious citizens everywhere should read this lively work. 

Kevin P. Timoney, ecologist, researcher, teacher, and writer, is committed to 
solving complex environmental and ecological problems. He has devoted the past 
20 years to studying the ecology and dynamics of the Peace-Athabasca Delta. He 
lives in Ardrossan, Alberta.

488 pages • Over 450 figures: maps, illustrations,  
graphs, charts, photographs, aerial photographs,  
notes, bibliography, appendices, index; colour throughout
978–0–88864–603–3 • 8" x 10" • $90.00 (T) cloth
Nature/Ecology/Rivers/Petroleum Industry
May 2013
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The Peace-Athabasca Delta 
Portrait of a Dynamic Ecosystem

KEVIN P. TIMONEY

“ In the delta, water is boss, 

change is the only constant,  

and creation and destruction 

exist side by side.” 



These twelve essays constitute a groundbreaking volume of new work prepared by 

leading scholars in the fields of history, anthropology, constitutional law, political 

science, and sociology, who identify the many facets of what it means to be Métis 

in Canada today. After the Powley decision in 2003, Métis people were no longer 

conceptually limited to the historical boundaries of the fur trade in Canada. Key 

ideas explored in this collection include identity, rights, and issues of governance, 

politics, and economics. The book will be of great interest to scholars in political 

science and native studies, the legal community, public administrators, government 

policy advisors, and people seeking to better understand the Métis past and present. 

Contributors: Christopher Adams, Gloria Bell, Glen Campbell, Gregg Dahl,  
Janique Dubois, Thomas Flanagan, Liam Haggarty, Laura-Lee Kearns,  
Darren O’Toole, Ian Peach, Jeremy Patzer, Siomonn P. Pulla, Kelly Saunders.

Christopher Adams was Vice President at Probe Research where he directed an 
annual survey on Aboriginal people in Manitoba. He holds two adjunct professor 
appointments and is currently the Rector of St. Paul’s College at the University of 
Manitoba. He lives in Winnipeg. Gregg Dahl has had a long career in policy anal-
ysis for provincial, territorial, and federal governments. He is a proud descendant 
of a Half-breed family that lived in St. Paul’s parish in the Red River Settlement. 
He lives in Ottawa. Ian Peach is Dean of the Faculty of Law at the University of 
New Brunswick. He has had an extensive career with federal, provincial, and  
territorial governments, as well as in academia and the private sector. He lives  
in Fredericton.
 
640 pages • 20 colour images, notes, bibliography, index
978–0–88864–640–8 • 6" x 9" • $65.00 (T) paper 
978–0–88864–718–4 • $52.00 (T) EPUB 
978–0–88864–719–1 • $52.00 (T) Kindle
978–0–88864–722–1 • $52.00 (T) PDF
Native Studies/Political Science/Canadian History
May 2013
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Métis in Canada
History, Identity, Law  
and Politics

CHRISTOPHER ADAMS,  
GREGG DAHL & IAN PEACH,  
EDITORS

ISBN 978-0-88864-640-8

9 780888 646408



The Countess Mountbatten’s Own Legion of Frontiersmen was conceived  

and organized in 1905 as a body of frontier sentinels, and they first published  

The Frontiersman’s Pocket-Book in 1909 as their training and survival manual. Long 

out-of-print, copies command steep prices in the antiquarian book market. This 

facsimile edition of the Pocket-Book features documents, photographs, and maps 

drawn from the University of Alberta’s Bruce Peel Special Collections Library’s  

Sir Samuel Steele Collection, and also includes the papers of Roger Pocock 

(1865–1941), founder of the Frontiersmen as well as the compiler and editor of the 

Pocket-Book. More than a mere historic curiosity, The Frontiersman’s Pocket-Book remains 

a useful, if dated, guide to living and working in the bush, or even for conducting 

guerrilla warfare!

Roger Pocock was an inveterate, world-ranging traveller who crossed paths with 
many influential people. Missionary, writer, pirate, soldier, and cowboy, he loved 
Canada the best, after his native Britain.

506 pages • Facsimile edition, red leatherette binding, gold foil on cover and spine, 
hand-numbered, limited edition of 750 copies, colour printing for seven pages of flag 
signals, foreword, 22 pages of original advertisements
978–1–55195–297–0 • 4.25" x 6" • $39.95 (zero discount) cloth
Paramilitary History/Frontier/Camping
July 2012
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The Frontiersman’s Pocket-Book   
ROGER POCOCK, COMPILER & EDITOR

ISBN 978-1-55195-297-0

9 781551 952970



Cowboy, conservationist, and curator Martin S. Garretson was widely considered 

one of the foremost experts on the natural history of the buffalo as well as one of the 

preeminent advocates for the preservation of the North American bison for several 

decades during the early twentieth century. His personal mission to save the buffalo 

from imminent extinction and to inform the American public of the important 

role the buffalo played in North American history resulted in Garretson amassing 

a fascinating collection of material related to the bison and the people concerned 

with them and their fate. Edmonton’s first historian laureate Ken Tingley explores 

Garretson’s life and legacy through his collection in this splendid catalogue, which 

accompanied a 2012 exhibition of the Garretson Collection. The exhibition was 

mounted by the Bruce Peel Special Collections Library at Enterprise Square in  

Edmonton, Alberta. 

Ken Tingley has been involved in historical research and writing for forty years. 
He has a deep interest in local history and the ephemera that so often expresses 
that history. He is the author of numerous publications about the history of 
Alberta. Merrill Distad is Associate University Librarian for Research & Special 
Collections Services at the University of Alberta.
 
54 pages • Introduction, 2 maps, 74 B&W photographs
978–1–55195–296–3 • 12" x 9" • $39.95 (T) paper
Bison/Natural History/Preservation
June 2012
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Recalling the Buffalo 
THE MARTIN S. GARRETSON COLLECTION 

KEN TINGLEY

MERRILL DISTAD, INTRODUCTION

ISBN 978-1-55195-296-3

9 781551 952963



The Spacious Margin: Eighteenth-Century Printed Books and the Traces of Their Readers draws 

from the holdings of the Bruce Peel Special Collections Library at the University  

of Alberta, presenting an array of readerly interactions with books in the form  

of annotations, improvements, corrections, ornamentation, and suggestive 

wear-and-tear. In this scholarly catalogue, Brown and Considine describe and 

contextualize the notable physical traces of readership and circulation for each of 

the 62 items displayed in the accompanying exhibition (The Spacious Margin, Bruce 

Peel Special Collections Library, 5 October 2012–15 February 2013). The result is a 

snapshot of the life of books and readers in the eighteenth century: in the British 

Isles and beyond, from the modestly literate users of well-thumbed dictionaries to 

learned critics of canonical poets and contemporary philosophers. 

Sylvia Brown is an Associate Professor in the Department of English and 
Film Studies, University of Alberta, specializing in early modern women writers, 
religious nonconformity, and print culture. John Considine is a Professor in the 
Department of English and Film Studies, University of Alberta, specializing in  
the history of dictionaries and learned texts.

124 pages • Introduction, bibliography
978–1–55195–302–1 • 7.5" x 10" • $39.95 (T) paper
18th Century/Books and Reading/Marginalia 
October 2012
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The Spacious Margin
Eighteenth-Century Printed Books  
and the Traces of Their Readers 

SYLVIA BROWN & JOHN CONSIDINE 

ISBN 978-1-55195-302-1

9 781551 953021
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Canadian Folk Art  
to 1950  
JOHN A. FLEMING & MICHAEL J. 
ROWAN | JAMES A. CHAMBERS, 
PHOTOGRAPHER

A daring and beautifully articulated 
re-examination of Canada’s material 
heritage with 500 eye-catching images.

600 pages • 498 colour photographs, 
notes, bibliography, index
978–0–88864–556–2 • $45.00 (T) paper
978–0–88864–630–9 • $75.00 (T) cloth
Art/Canadian Folk Art

Travels and Tales of  
Miriam Green Ellis   
Pioneer Journalist of the Canadian West  

MIRIAM GREEN ELLIS
PATRICIA DEMERS, EDITOR

Looking at early twentieth-century  
westerners through the writings of an 
acerbic female agricultural journalist.

316 pages • 28 B&W photographs,  
maps, notes, bibliography, index
978–0–88864–626–2 • $34.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–694–1 • $27.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–695–8 • $27.99 (T) Kindle
Biography/Journalism/Women Studies/
Feminism/Social History 

We Gambled Everything  
The Life and Times of an Oilman   

ARNE NIELSEN
PETER C. NEWMAN, FOREWORD

Industry insider’s candid account of 
the genesis and evolution of the oil 
and gas industry in Canada.

304 pages • 95 B&W photographs,  
maps, foreword, index
978–0–88864–598–2 • $29.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–655–2 • $23.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–654–5 • $23.99 (T) Kindle
Memoir/Petroleum Industry/Business/
Canadian History

Canada’s Constitutional 
Revolution  
BARRY L. STRAYER

The Honourable Barry L. Strayer’s  
political memoir on Canadian  
constitutional reform, 1960–1982.

360 pages • 11 B&W photographs, notes, index
978–0–88864–649–1• $34.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–687–3 • $27.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–688–0 • $27.99 (T) Kindle
Law/Politics/Constitutional Reform/ 
Canadian History

 



Disinherited Generations   
Our Struggle to Reclaim Treaty 
Rights for First Nations Women  
and their Descendants   

NELLIE CARLSON &  
KATHLEEN STEINHAUER
AS TOLD TO LINDA GOYETTE
MARIA CAMPBELL, FOREWORD

Two Cree women fought injustices 
regarding the rights of Aboriginal 
women and children in Canada.

180 pages • 20 B&W photographs,  
map, notes, appendices, index
978–0–88864–642–2 • $24.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–690–3 • $19.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–691–0 • $19.99 (T) Kindle
Native Studies/Human Rights/Women’s 
Studies/Oral History

Healing Histories  
Stories from Canada’s  
Indian Hospitals   

LAURIE MEIJER DREES

First collected oral histories on 
tuberculosis in Canada’s indigenous 
communities and the Indian Hospital 
System.

184 pages • 35 B&W photographs,  
notes, bibliography, index
978–0–88864–650–7 • $29.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–692–7 • $23.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–693–4 • $23.99 (T) Kindle
Native Studies/Health Care/Oral History/
Canadian History 

Recognition and  
Modes of Knowledge     
Anagnorisis from Antiquity  
to Contemporary Theory      

TERESA G. RUSSO, EDITOR

A comprehensive and comparative 
examination of the concept of recogni-
tion across history and disciplines.

300 pages • Introduction, notes,  
bibliography, index
978–0–88864–558–6 • $39.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–696–5 • $31.99 (T) PDF
Literary Criticism/Essays/Philosophy 

Game Plan      
A Social History of Sport in Alberta  

KAREN L. WALL

Patterns and layers of sport history emerge 
as almost-forgotten stories of Alberta’s 
marginalized populations surface.

552 pages • 60 B&W illustrations, map, 
notes, bibliography, index
978–0–88864–594–4 • $34.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–657–6 • $31.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–656–9 • $31.99 (T) Kindle
Sports History/Recreation
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Baba’s Kitchen Medicines
Folk Remedies of Ukrainian Settlers  
in Western Canada 

MICHAEL MUCZ

This incomparable compendium of  
tinctures, poultices, salves, plasters, and 
tonics will fascinate and often mortify.

296 pages • 60 B&W images, tables, graphs, 
maps, foreword, bibliography, index
978–0–88864–514–2 • $34.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–681–1 • $27.99 (T) PDF
History/Medicine/Ethnobotany

Intersecting Sets
A Poet Looks at Science 

ALICE MAJOR

Part memoir, part ars poetica, 
Scottish-Canadian poet Alice Major 
discusses Science with characteristic 
gleaming perspicacity.

272 pages • 3 B&W images, notes,  
bibliography, index
978–0–88864–595–1 • $29.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–609–5 • $23.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–666–8 • $23.99 (T) Kindle
Poetics/Science/Essays 

The Canadian  
Dictionary of ASL 
CAROLE SUE BAILEY &  
KATHY DOLBY, EDITORS 
CHARMAINE LETOURNEAU, 
FOREWORD

This tried and true reference work 
reflects the unique use of American 
Sign Language in Canada. 

928 pages • Guide to use, fingerspelling, 
handshapes, numbers, pronouns, time 
concepts, place names
978–0–88864–300–1 • $100.00 (T) cloth
Language/Reference 

The Grads Are Playing 
Tonight! 
The Story of the Edmonton Commercial 
Graduates Basketball Club 

M. ANN HALL
TERRY JONES, FOREWORD

A sports-history gem! The Edmonton 
Grads dominated women’s basketball 
from 1915–1940 across Canada and 
worldwide.

384 pages • 100 B&W photographs, notes, 
bibliography, appendices, index
978–0–88864–602–6 • $29.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–612–5 • $23.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–636–1 • $23.99 (T) Kindle

Sports History/Women in Sports/Edmonton 
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The Man in Blue Pyjamas  
A Prison Memoir   

JALAL BARZANJI

Troubling memoir of esteemed Kurdish 
poet’s imprisonment, torture, and flight 
from Hussein’s Iraq to Canada.

288 pages • 34 B&W photographs,  
translator’s preface, foreword, map
978–0–88864–536–4 • $24.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–611–8 • $19.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–526–5 • $19.99 (T) Kindle
Memoir/Human Rights/Kurdistan
 

The Sasquatch at Home   
Traditional Protocols & Modern 
Storytelling    

EDEN ROBINSON

Award-winning novelist talks about 
family, culture, and place with 
disarming honesty and wry irony.

64 pages • Introduction, liminaire, foreword
Co-published with the Canadian Literature 
Centre / Centre de littérature canadienne
Collection conférences commémoratives 
Henry Kreisel Memorial Lecture Series 
978–0–88864–559–3 • $10.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–610–1 • $8.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–523–4 • $8.99 (T) Kindle
Canadian Literature/Essay 

Winter in Fireland    
A Patagonian Sailing Adventure     

NICHOLAS COGHLAN

British-Canadian diplomat and his wife 
sail from Cape Town to Cape Horn in 
their 27-foot boat.

400 pages • 48 B&W photographs,  
4 maps, suggested reading list, index
Wayfarer Series
978–0–88864–547–0 • $34.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–638–5 • $27.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–616–3 • $27.99 (T) Kindle
978–0–88864–683–5 • $27.99 (T) web-PDF
Adventure Travel/Memoir/Sailing 

Rhubarb    
More Than Just Pies      

SANDI VITT & MICHAEL HICKMAN
LOIS HOLE, INTRODUCTION

A must-have for gardeners, cooks, 
cottagers, and anyone who enjoys the 
bright flavours of summer.

144 pages • B&W illustrations, introduction
Co-published with Hole’s Bountiful Gardens 
978–0–88864–348–3 • $14.95 (W) paper
Cookery 
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The Studhorse Man 
ROBERT KROETSCH
ARITHA VAN HERK, INTRODUCTION

Hazard Lepage, the last of the  
studhorse men, sets out to breed  
his rare stallion.

224 pages

3 Series
978–0–88864–425–1 • $24.95 (T) paper
Literature 
 

Prodigal Daughter 
A Journey to Byzantium  

MYRNA KOSTASH

A geographical, historical, and  
spiritual odyssey by a master of 
creative nonfiction.

352 pages • Map, bibliography, index
Wayfarer Series
978–0–88864–534–0 • $34.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–704–7 • $27.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–705–4 • $27.99 (T) Kindle
Religion/Travel Memoir/Creative 
Nonfiction 
 

Dramatic Licence  
Translating Theatre from One 
Official Language to the Other  
in Canada   

LOUISE LADOUCEUR   
RICHARD LEBEAU, TRANSLATOR

Navigating through two languages 
and cultures, Ladouceur studies  
translation strategies in the world  
of theatre.

292 pages • Index
978–0–88864–538–8 • $34.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–706–1 • $27.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–707–8 • $27.99 (T) Kindle
Translation Studies/Canadian Literature/
Theatre Studies 

Rudy Wiebe 
Collected Stories, 1955–2010   

RUDY WIEBE
THOMAS WHARTON, INTRODUCTION

This authoritative edition contains all 
fifty of Canadian literary icon Rudy 
Wiebe’s short stories.

552 pages • Critical introduction,  
appendices, selected bibliography

3 Series
978–0–88864–540–1 • $39.95 (T) paper
Canadian Literature/Short Stories 
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The Office  
Tower Tales  
ALICE MAJOR

978–0–88864–637–8  
$19.99 EPUB
978–0–88864–684–2  
$19.99 Kindle

Wells   
JENNA BUTLER

978–0–88864–525–8 
$15.99 EPUB
978–0–88864–524–1 
$15.99 Kindle
978–0–88864–606–4 
$19.95 (T) paper

Continuations 2    
DOUGLAS BARBOUR &  
SHEILA E. MURPHY

978–0–88864–664–4 
$15.99 PDF
978–0–88864–596–8 
$19.95 (T) paper

dear 
Hermes…   
MICHELLE SMITH

978–0–88864–665–1 
$15.99 Web-PDF
978–0–88864–597–5 
$19.95 (T) paper

The Sasquatch 
at Home    
Traditional Protocols & 
Modern Storytelling  

EDEN ROBINSON

978–0–88864–610–1 
$8.99 EPUB
978–0–88864–523–4 
$8.99 Kindle
978–0–88864–559–3 
$10.95 (T) paper

Winter in 
Fireland      
A Patagonian  
Sailing Adventure  

NICHOLAS COGHLAN

978–0–88864–638–5 
$27.99 EPUB
978–0–88864–616–3 
$27.99 Kindle
978–0–88864–683–5 
$27.99 web-PDF
978–0–88864–547–0  
$34.95 (T) paper
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Pursuing China        
Memoir of a Beaver 
Liaison Officer   

BRIAN L. EVANS

978–0–88864–615–6 
$27.99 EPUB
978–0–88864–680–4 
$27.99 Kindle
978–0–88864–600–2 
$34.95 (T) paper

In Bed with  
the Word 
Reading, Spirituality,  
and Cultural Politics   

DANIEL COLEMAN

978–0–88864–647–7 
$15.99 EPUB
978–0–88864–668–2 
$15.99 Kindle
978–0–88864–507–4 
$19.95 (T) paper

Cross-Media 
Ownership and 
Democratic 
Practice in 
Canada            
Content-Sharing and the 
Impact of New Media   

WALTER C. SODERLUND,  
COLETTE BRIN,  
LYDIA MILJAN &  
KAI HILDEBRANDT

978–0–88864–697–2 
$27.99 Kindle
978–0–88864–682–8  
$27.99 PDF
978–0–88864–605–7  
$34.95 (T) paper

Narratives  
of Citizenship        
Indigenous and 
Diasporic Peoples 
Unsettle the 
Nation-State   

ALOYS N.M. 
FLEISCHMANN,  
NANCY VAN 
STYVENDALE &  
CODY MCCARROLL, 
EDITORS

978–0–88864–617–0 
$31.99 EPUB
978–0–88864–667–5 
$31.99 Kindle
978–0–88864–618–7 
$31.99 PDF
978–0–88864–518–0 
$39.95 (T) paper

Baba’s Kitchen 
Medicines          
Folk Remedies of 
Ukrainian Settlers  
in Western Canada   

MICHAEL MUCZ

978–0–88864–681–1 
$27.99 PDF
978–0–88864–514–2 
$34.95 (T) paper

Not Drowning  
But Waving      
Women, Feminism  
and the Liberal Arts   

SUSAN BROWN, JEANNE 
PERRAULT, JO-ANN 
WALLACE & HEATHER 
ZWICKER, EDITORS

978–0–88864–613–2 
$31.99 EPUB
978–0–88864–669–9 
$31.99 Kindle
978–0–88864–614–9 
$31.99 PDF
978–0–88864–550–0 
$39.95 (T) paper
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NAFTA in the  
New Millennium    
EDWARD J. CHAMBERS 
& PETER H. SMITH, 
EDITORS

978–0–88864–386–5 
Open Access (UAP website)

Game Plan         
A Social History of 
Sport in Alberta     

KAREN L. WALL

978–0–88864–657–6 
$31.99 EPUB
978–0–88864–656–9 
$31.99 Kindle 
978–0–88864–594–4 
$34.95 (T) paper

The Métis in the 
Canadian West
Volume I and Volume II     

MARCEL GIRAUD
GEORGE WOODCOCK, 
TRANSLATOR

978–0–803221–25–3  
Open Access (UAP website)

Prodigal  
Daughter       
A Journey to Byzantium    

MYRNA KOSTASH

978–0–88864–704–7 
$27.99 EPUB
978–0–88864–705–4 
$27.99 Kindle 
978–0–88864–534–0 
$34.95 (T) paper

Polio ’53         
A Memorial for  
Russell Frederick Taylor    

RUSSELL F. TAYLOR

978–0–88864–230–1  
Open Access (UAP website)

Vulnerable 
Children           
J. DOUGLAS WILLMS

978–0–88864–331–5  
Open Access (UAP website)
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University of Alberta Press 
books and their authors are 
in the news and winning 
awards. Here are some 
recent highlights of honours 
too numerous to cover in 
one short page. 

Robert Kroetsch Poetry  
Book Award
Demeter Goes Skydiving 

by Susan McCaslin 

Alberta Book Publishing Awards
Trade Non-Fiction Book Award

The Grads Are Playing Tonight! 

by M. Ann Hall

Alberta Literary Awards 
Wilfrid Eggleston Award  

for Nonfiction

Intersecting Sets:  

A Poet Looks at Science 

by Alice Major

Alberta Book Publishing Awards 

Lois Hole Award for Editorial 

Excellence

The Man in Blue Pyjamas 

by Jalal Barzanji, edited by  

Peter Midgley

Editor’s Association of Canada 

Tom Fairley Award for Editorial 

Excellence, Shortlisted

The Man in Blue Pyjamas 

by Jalal Barzanji, edited by  

Peter Midgley

Canadian Authors Association 

Shortlisted (Poetry Award)

Apostrophes VII 

by E.D. Blodgett

Foreword Book of the Year Awards 

Honourable Mention (Regional)

The Grads Are Playing Tonight! 

by M. Ann Hall
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toll free fax: 888-323-7118
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Order from your local bookseller  
or directly from our distributor:
Georgetown Terminal  
Warehouses Limited (GTW)
34 Armstrong Avenue
Georgetown, ON   L7G 4R9
tel: 905-873-9781  fax: 905-873-6170
toll-free phone orders: 877-864-8477
toll-free fax orders: 877-864-4272

PubNet Mailbox S118-9794
SAN (c/o GTW) 118-9794
orders@gtwcanada.com
www.gtwcanada.com

Orders from Individuals
All orders must be accompanied by payment  
in advance. Credit card statements may read:  
University of Alberta Press, Georgetown  
Terminal Warehouses, Wayne State University  
Press, or Gazelle Drake Academic.

Pricing
Prices in this catalogue are subject to change  
without notice. Unless otherwise specified,  
prices are the same in Canada and the US.  
From countries other than Canada or the UK,  
payment should be in US dollars.

Shipping and Handling
canada: Customers will be charged $6.00 for postage 
and handling, plus $1.50 for each additional book. 
Customers in Canada will also be charged 5% GST 
or the relevant HST (University of Alberta Press GST 
registration R108102831).  
united states: Contact Wayne State University Press.
uk and europe: Contact Gazelle Academic.

Rush Orders
Please indicate method of shipping and include  
appropriate postage or shipping fees.

Discounts
Discounts are indicated throughout this  
catalogue as follows:
 (T) trade
 (S) reverse discount (trade on less than  
        7 copies/short for 7+ copies)
 (X) short
 (W) wholesale.

Retailers, please contact our distributors  
for further information.

Cover

Francis Ann Hopkins, “Canoes in a Fog, Lake Superior, 1869”,  
1869, oil on canvas 

Collection of Glenbow Museum, Calgary, Canada, 55.8.1. 

Dealers’ Discount Policy
Terms and discount schedule will be sent on request.

Dealers’ Return Policy
Books must have been purchased not less than 3 
months and not more than 12 months prior to return. 
Books must be in mint (resaleable) condition. 100% 
credit will be allowed when a copy of the invoice 
or the invoice number is supplied; otherwise a 5% 
penalty will be deducted from credit. Short shipments 
must be reported within 30 days of receipt of order. 
No claims or adjustments will be considered more 
than 6 weeks after date of invoice. Damaged books 
for which credit is not given will be returned by 
request at customer’s expense.

Rights
The University of Alberta Press holds world rights  
on all titles on pages 3 to 10 of this catalogue unless 
otherwise indicated. No rights information is  
provided for the books on pages 11 to 22. 

Examination Policy
The University of Alberta Press will provide compli-
mentary examination copies of textbooks to full-time 
faculty members who plan to consider them for adop-
tion. Requests for examination copies must be made 
on institutional letterhead and include the following 
information: department name, course name and 
number, course date, anticipated enrollment, and title 
of the book currently in use. The University of Alberta 
Press charges a $6.00 shipping and handling fee for 
each examination copy requested. Please include this 
fee with your request. All examination copies are sent 
out at the Publisher’s discretion. 

For further information, please contact us directly:
The University of Alberta Press
Ring House 2, Edmonton, AB, Canada T6G 2E1
tel: 780-492-3662  fax: 780-492-0719
ccrooks@ualberta.ca | www.uap.ualberta.ca
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